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Jacob Morrow - Scrum Master

Jon Schnell - Project Owner

Evan Hellman -

Cameron Isbell - Project Manager

Nicholas Krabbenhoft -

What we’ve accomplished in the past week/what we’ve been researching

Jacob Morrow – Completed the Team Contract, reviewing the documentation given to us to

refresh on the specs of the project.

Jon Schnell - Keep in contact with clients, notify the team of design requirements changes.

Lightning talk recording.

Evan Hellman - Requested more detailed requirements and constraints from project clients.

Helped manage project backlog, particularly related to reporting and documentation.

Cameron Isbell - Cameron’s Father has passed away so we aren’t going to contact him to figure

out exactly what he has done, but he has been an equal.

Nicholas Krabbenhoft - Reviewing specifications and communicating with Doug Jacobson to

make sure the code we need to start hasn’t been forgotten.

What we’re planning to do in the coming week

Jacob Morrow - Continuous review of the documentation, starting to work with the Vcenter and

code once given to us and contacting the client if not. Completing the presentation for the

lightning talk.

Jon Schnell - Push our clients for access to hardware resources and codebase. Begin deploying

machines in our environment.

Evan Hellman - Prepare for more detailed requirements and constraints. Arrange

meetings/communication points (sprint planning, standups, sprint retrospectives). Begin

breaking down requirements into stories for project backlog (sprint planning.

Cameron Isbell - Does not have assigned tasks as his father passed away.
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Nicholas Krabbenhoft - Prepare lightning talk and contact Doug again to make sure the code is

coming our way.

Issues we had in the previous week

Jacob Morrow - Since we do not have access to the Vcenter or code, our project is left on

standby until we are given access to these things.

Jon Schnell - Still waiting on access to the codebase and hardware resources. Also had some

issues scheduling because of forces outside of our control.

Evan Hellman - No planning to be done as we still lack details surrounding the project.

Cameron Isbell- Cameron’s father has passed away so we are not going to contact him to get

him to fill this out.

Nicholas Krabbenhoft - Without the code and Vcenter to run everything in, we are able to do

much besides very basic prep for the project.


